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Using the CompHEP pa kage, we provide a detailed estimate of the inuen e of double e+ e pair produ tion
(DPP) by photons on the propagation of ultra-high-energy ele tromagneti as ades. We show that in the
models where the osmi ray photon energy rea hes a few 103 EeV, a rened DPP analysis may lead to a
substantial dieren e in the predi ted photon spe trum ompared to the previous rough estimates.
PACS: 13.85.Tp, 96.50.sh, 96.50.sb

more than 90 % of energy, and nally the ba kground

1. INTRODUCTION

photon
Ultra-high energy (UHE) photons have not been

arries away almost all of the initial energy of

the UHE photon. Due to this

y le, the energy loss rate

re ognized so far by any of the present-generation ex-

of the leading parti le in the ele tromagneti

periments [14℄, although their existen e is predi ted

more than one order of magnitude less than the inter-

by the GreisenZatsepinKuzmin ee t [5, 6℄ as well as

a tion rate. However, in the presen e of a random ex-

as ade is

by most of the hypotheti al topdown models of the

tragala ti

UHE

lose a substantial part of their energy by emitting syn-

osmi

ray origin. There are several bounds on

the fra tion and ux of UHE photons above 10100 EeV
obtained by independent experiments [79℄.

magneti

hrotron radiation.

eld (EGMF), the ele trons may
In this

ase, starting from a

er-

Photon

tain energy, the syn hrotron loss rate for the ele trons

limits are used to onstrain the parameters of topdown

be omes dominant over the ICS rate, whi h leads to

models (see, e.g., [10℄). Future bounds may also limit

the suppression of the ele tromagneti

a

onsiderable part of the parameter spa e of astro-

opment. Its penetration depth is then determined by

physi al models in whi h photons are produ ed as se -

the photon mean free path. Depending on the value of

ondaries from intera tions of primary protons or nu lei

the EGMF, this transition may o

with

and

osmi

mi rowave ba kground. Understanding in-

tera tions of UHE photons with universal ba kgrounds
is

ru ial for building su h

In this arti le, we

onstraints.

In a wide energy range, the spe tra of ele tron and
photon

omponents of

osmi

rays follow ea h other

due to relatively rapid pro esses transferring
ele trons and ba kwards.

-rays to

Pair produ tion (PP) and

inverse Compton s attering (ICS) are the main proesses that drive the ele tromagneti
KleinNishina limit

s



m2e ,

 106 EeV.

as ade. In the

either an ele tron or a

positron produ ed in a pair produ tion event typi ally

the

 1 EeV

onsider a higher-order pro ess,

ross se tion rapidly in reases with

s

near

the threshold and qui kly approa hes the asymptoti
value

 (1)

 6:45 b

dependen e of the DPP
Ref. [14℄ by
two

e+ e

[1113℄.

The expli it energy

ross se tion was estimated in

al ulating the dominant

ontribution from

pairs to the absorptive part of the gamma

ps, the DPP

gamma forward s attering amplitude. Be ause the PP
ross se tion de reases with an in rease in

rate starts to dominate over PP rate above a
energy. For intera tions with
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The DPP

arries almost all of the total initial energy. The produ ed ele tron (positron) then undergoes ICS, losing

e+ e

as ade devel-

osmi

 1000 EeV. In the
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what in reased.

Double pair produ tion by ultra-high-energy

the ele tromagneti

11

10

If the EGMF is less than

G,

:::

σ, pb

as ade still exists at these ener-

108

gies, and the se ondary ele trons from the DPP must
be

ounted a

urately. So far, ele tromagneti

as ade

106

simulations su h as those in [15, 16℄ roughly estimated
the DPP ee t by using the total
suming that one

e+ e

ross se tion and as-

pair of the two

arries all the

104

initial energy and that two parti les in the pair are
produ ed with the same energy. Using the CompHEP
pa kage [1719℄, we numeri ally
tial

al ulate the dieren-

ross se tion for the DPP and

102

ompare the ee t

of the DPP on propagation of an UHE ele tromagneti
as ade with previous estimates.
This paper is organized as follows.
present the results of the
se tion.

1
0.90

In Se . 2, we

al ulation of the DPP

In Se . 3, we write the transport equations

for the ele tromagneti

as ade and

al ulate the

e+

and

e

0.94

0.96

0.98

1.00
cos Θ∗

p

Example of the distribution of the DPP ross
se tions with respe t to os  for s = 10:0 GeV in
the energy E  bin 2:252:5 GeV

Fig. 1.

o-

e ients for transport equations for photons and the
se ondary

0.92

ross

related to the DPP. In Se . 4, we

illustrate the inuen e of DPP in a model example. In
Se . 5, we summarize our results.
These

e+ e

2. DOUBLE

PAIR PRODUCTION CROSS

SECTION CALCULATION

ess begins to dominate over PP at very high energies

& 1000 EeV or s & 1 GeV2 , whi h is well beyond

the DPP threshold. At these and higher energies, DPP
has a noti eable ee t on the propagation of the ele tromagneti
total
toti

as ade.

In this energy range, the DPP

ross se tion is pra ti ally saturated by its asympvalue. Therefore, we are mostly interested in the

energy and angle distributions of se ondary ele trons
(positrons) in the asymptoti
We use

the

CompHEP

s ! 1).

regime (

pa kage for

of tree-level dierential DPP

al ulation

ross se tions.

pa kage allows performing automati

This

al ulations of

matrix elements and their squares for any pro ess

2 ! 2; : : : ; 2 ! 4 at the tree level.
aid of CompHEP, we
ements over a

Then, with the

an integrate squared matrix el-

We introdu e a binning in the energy

in the asymptoti

energy range.

The

os = 1. This behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 1 where we show an example of the angular disps = 10:0 GeV. The ee t that most
tribution for

i.e., at

E

ps, and in the

of the se ondaries go forward or ba kward be omes

ps,

more pronoun ed with an in rease in
ase of a xed
ele tron.

with a higher energy

E

of the

Numeri ally, we found that the probability

of emitting a se ondary ele tron inside the one with
j1 posj < 1=50 is 96.8 % for ps =p1:0 GeV, 98.7 %
s = 2:5 GeV, and 99.6 % for s = 10:0 GeV.
for
We also

he ked that the probability of produ ing two

forward se ondaries of the same type (e.g., when both
forward parti les are ele trons) integrated over energies and dire tions of other se ondaries, is of the order

10

e+ e

3.

Hen e, the main part of events

onsists of two

pairs going to the opposite dire tions along the

ollision axis.

hosen part of the multi-parti le phase

spa e (see Refs. [1719℄ for the details).

os

tion of

peaks are lo ated at forward and ba kward dire tions,

As mentioned in the Introdu tion, the DPP pro-

E

al ulations show that the angular distribu-

tion of se ondaries tends to a strongly peaked fun -

We now turn to the energy distribution. It is
of one

lear

from the symmetry of the problem that the CMF en-

of the produ ed ele trons; here and in what follows,

ergy distribution should be the same for the forward

  denotes quantities measured in the

and ba kward ele trons. We write the DPP dierential



enter-of-mass

frame (CMF). We then perform CompHEP simulations

ross se tion in the form

in the CMF and obtain distributions with respe t to

os of the ross se tion in a given energy bin. Here,
 is the angle between the ollision axis and the mo-

d
dE 

mentum ve tor of the ele tron.
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Fig. 2.

2
3
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0

0:4
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p p

The normalized energy distributions (r; s), r = 2E  = s: s = 0:1 (1 ),
analyti approximation in Eq. (4)

Then the energy

ps (s) = 4
tot

onservation

Although

ondition gives

ps=2

Z

that

= tot
Z1
0

Z
p
(s) s

1

0

s, when the

ross se tion ap-

ps=2
p
s only slightly. In Fig. 2, we plot the disvaries with
tribution (r; s) as a fun tion of r for dierent values
p
p
value, the energy distribution

of se ondaries in units of the maximal energy

r(r; s) dr

of

s.

It

an be seen that with varying

hanges in these distributions are

s,

the only

on entrated at the

s

!1

an be tted (see Fig. 2) by a simple analyti expression

r(r; s) dr = 1:

tot (s) =
gives another integral

0

= 0, the results of CompHEP simulations

borders of the plot. The distribution limit as

Imposing the probability

Z1

onditions (2) and (3) do not ne essary imply

d=ds

proa hes its asymptoti

s,

or, for any value of

0:25 (2 ), 10:0 (3 ) GeV; and 4, the

show that for large enough

d
E   dE  =
dE

0

1:0

r

(2)

that satises

onstraints (2) and (3):

fit (r) =

onservation requirement

ps=2

Z
0

For

onstraint on

In our further

was given by

0:5):

(5)

al ulations, we use Eq. (1) for the en-

ergy distribution, where

(r; s) dr = 2:

(r; s)

(r; s) = 2Æ (r

(r; s):

(4)

omparison, the earlier approximation [15, 16℄ in

terms of the distribution

d
dE 
dE 

5 + (2r 1)2 :
3

(r; s)

= fit (r) is given by

Eq. (4), and assume that all the se ondary parti les
(3)

are dire ted along the

ollision axis. In Se . 4, we dis-

uss how good the above approximation is.
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Here, we des ribe propagation of UHE

osmi

N (E ; t)
8E 2 

d
N (E ; t) =
dt

3. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

rays



using the formalism of transport equations in one dimension. Besides the DPP term on whi h we now foontain the terms des ribing ICS, PP, syn-

+
hrotron radiation, and e e

I (x) =

trons and positrons as well as redshift terms. Below,
ten for a nonexpanding universe with the terms related
to the DPP pro ess only:

d
N (E ; t) =
dt e e

Z1
Ee



Z

Z1
1

d n() 

1

Z

The CMF

CMF
If the

al ulate the transport equation

e+

and

e

Ee =
(7)

Ee at time t, n() is the number
density of ba kground photons at the energy ,  is the
osine of the ollision angle ( =
1 for a head-on ollision), and s = 2E (1
) is enter-of-mass energy


e ! 1 is ele tron velo
+
leading e e pair, we have

d
N (E ; t) =
dt e e

1Z
16

1



(1 )=2 is the ux

ollision axis. This implies that

arries pra ti ally all the initial energy

of the photon in the laboratory frame. We here negle t



Z

smax
sth

4
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Ee

Z

ds s DP P (s)I



s
4E



;





s
4E

osmi





:

(11)

ray propa-

utilizing the simple step fun tion for the total

ross

se tion

DP P (s) = DP P (1)(s

sth )

(12)

instead of the exa t one listed in [14℄ does not introhanges to the resulting spe tra. This

implies that Eqs. (11) and (9)



d
ds s DP P (Ee ; E ; s)I
dEe

Ee
smax



N (E ; t)
Ee

E3
E

Using numeri al simulations of

du e any visible

N (E ; t)
8E 2

dE

gation presented in Se . 4, we have also veried that

the nonleading pair produ ed in the intera tion.

 by the integration

s

ity in the CMF. For the

sth

fa tor. As we saw in Se . 2, the pairs produ ed in DPP

dE

s

Using Eq. (1) we nally obtain

Eq. (6). The right-hand side of (7) des ribes the loss of

d
N (E ; t) =
dt e e

E
1=2 = p
:

E
Ee = 2 p Ee :
s

transport equation for positrons has the same form as

Z1

)

E 
 (1   ) = p
Ee (1  e );
e

where

The term in the right-hand side of Eq. (6)

s gives

CMF

CMF Ee

des ribes the inux of ele trons produ ed in DPP. The

over

in the CMF.

momenta are dire ted either toward

ele trons at the energy

Repla ing the integration over

o-

This implies that ele -

2

 (1

is the (dierential) number density of

are dire ted along the

ssth .

energy in the laboratory frame is

1

one of the pairs

(10)

the CMF velo ity or in the opposite dire tion, their

d n() 

photons due to the DPP. The fa tor

(9)

-fa tor in the laboratory frame is

(6)

max

 d 1 2  DP P (s):

squared.

n()
d
2

trons and positrons are ultrarelativisti

Z1

Ne (Ee ; t)

;

sth

min

Here,



s
4E

= 16m2e is the threshold CMF energy squared
for DPP and smax = 4E max .

and

e ients in the limit

 dDP P
2 dEe (Ee ; E ; s);

d
N (E ; t) = N (E ; t)
dt

Z

max
x

Se . 2. We again

min

d



We are now ready to use the results obtained in

max

dE N (E ; t)

ds s DP P (s)I

where

pair produ tion by ele -

for simpli ity, we give the parts of the equations writ-

Z

smax

sth

us, the full transport equations for the ele trons and
photons

:::

Double pair produ tion by ultra-high-energy

an be simplied to

d
N (E ; t)  DP P (1) 
dt e e
  
Z1
 dE N (EE ; t)  EEe K 4sEth

(8)

Ee

881



;
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CompHEP-based
Trivial DPP approximation
No DPP
Protons

(14)

where

1

òîì

max

K (x) =

I (y )y dy

(15)

1:0

x
is a fun tion totally determined by the ba kground pho-

0:5

tons spe trum.

102

103
E;

4. MODEL EXAMPLE

Fig. 3. Fluxes predi ted by the proton emitting sour e
des ribed in text. The dotted line represents the proton omponent; solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines
represent the total ux respe tively al ulated with the
CompHEP-based DPP, the trivial DPP estimate, and
without DPP

In the previous se tions, we found the pre ise expression for the distribution of se ondary ele trons from
DPP. Here, we

onsider a model example to illustrate

the dieren e introdu ed by the spe ied

ross se tion

ompared to the previous estimates.
We use a numeri al

EeV

ode developed in Ref. [15℄ to

ompute the ux of produ ed photons and protons.
The

ode is based on the transport equations and

al u-

lates the propagation of nu leons, ele trons, and photons using the dominant pro esses.
magneti

In Fig. 3, the propagated

d
dE

For the ele tro-

as ade, it in ludes all the pro esses men-

tioned above. For nu leons, it a
multiple pion produ tion, the
and the neutron

ounts for single and

e+ e

pair produ tion,

-de ay. The propagation of nu leons

and the ele tromagneti

as ades are

al ulated self-

onsistently, that is, se ondary parti les produ ed in
all rea tions are propagated alongside the primaries.
In addition to

osmi

mi rowave ba kground, the

radio, infrared, and opti al

omponents of the univer-

sal photon ba kground are taken into a

ount in the

EeV

(16)

omoving frame. The spe trum

presented is normalized to HiRes [3℄ results (tting was
done above
UHE

osmi

40 EeV). The solid line represents the total
ray ux

al ulated with the use of the new

DPP estimate. The dotted line shows the proton
ponent. The dashed line shows the total ux

om-

al ulated

using the earlier DPP estimate (Eq. (5)), utilizing the

yet well known.

of the two

Three models

1:5 ; E < 104

E

ing no evolution in the

total

Our results strongly depend on the

ray ux is shown

homogeneously distributed in the Universe and hav-

simulation. We note that the radio ba kground is not
radio ba kground assumed.

osmi

for proton sour es with the spe trum

ross se tion and assuming that one

e+ e

pair

arries all the initial energy and that the

onsidered

two parti les in the pair are produ ed with the same

in this work are the estimates in [20℄ and the two mod-

energy. The dash-dotted lines are built without taking

els in [21℄, both predi ting a larger ba kground than

DPP into a

the rst one. For the infrared and opti al ba kground

It is

omponent, we used the model in [22℄. This

ount at all.

lear from Fig. 3 that DPP suppresses the

-ray

omponent

ux above 100 EeV. This is only true if the minimal ra-

does not have a substantial ee t on the propagation of

dio ba kground model [20℄ is used. The same pi ture

UHE protons and the ele tromagneti
strength of the random extragala ti
use the range of values

10

as ade. For the
magneti

eld, we

12 G < B < 10 11 G follow-

ing the estimate in [23℄.
Among the models, we
UHE photons

produ ed for any of the two models in [21℄ does not
show any ee t of DPP, be ause the
In reasing the magneti

hose the one in whi h the

ontribute a substantial part of the total

ux is strongly

suppressed by the PP on radio ba kground in this
eld above

10

11

ase.

G also de-

stroys the pi ture, this time due to the syn hrotron
radiation. In the

ase of the minimal radio ba kground

spe trum. We note that su h models are stri tly lim-

and a moderate EGMF, the trivial DPP ee t estimate

ited by the present experimental bounds on the photon

leads to an extra suppression

omponent (see [10℄ for the details).

ompared to the more a -

urate estimate proposed in this paper. However, the
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Double pair produ tion by ultra-high-energy

2

overall error in terms of the integral photon ux above

jE ; arb. un.

+7 % for the urve dis1:5 % for the trivial DPP

8

100 EeV turns out to be only
regarding DPP and just

7:0

estimate. We note that the integral photon ux fra tion predi ted in this model is 34 %, whi h is very

6

lose

6:5

to the upper bound [7℄.

4

So far, we used xed-energy distribution (4) for all
values of

s.

parti les are dire ted along the

ollision axis. We now

4000

3000

We also assumed that all the se ondary

verify the a

5000

0
1
2
3
4

2

ura y of the above approximations. We

repeated our simulations with energy distribution (4)

ps = 1 GeV and ps = 10 GeV. To see

0
102

repla ed with the tabulated fun tions obtained using
CompHEP for

103

104
E; EeV

the maximum possible ee t of the nontrivial angular
distribution of se ondaries, we also repeated our

al u-

Ele tron ux predi ted by the photon emitting
sour e des ribed in text using: 0, the earlier estimate
in Eq. (5); 1, the analyti t in (4); 2, analyti t (4)
+ 3:2 % perpendi ular omponent; 3, (r; 1 GeV2 ); 4,
(r; 100 GeV2 )

Fig. 4.

lations assuming that 3.2 % of se ondary parti les are
aligned perpendi ular to the

ollision axis in the CMF

and the rest of the parti les are dire ted along the axis.
We do not show the modied uxes obtained in the
model

orresponding to Fig. 3 be ause they are pra ti-

ally indistinguishable from the

urves already shown.

2

Instead, to illustrate the maximum possible error introdu ed by the approximation used, we

jE ; arb. un.

10

onsider the pure

photon sour es with the same inje tion spe trum (16)
as in Fig. 3 and

:::

8

ount the in ome to the propagated

7:0

ele tron and photon spe tra from the uniformly distributed sour es lo ated within

500 Mp

6 6:5

from the ob-

server. In Figs. 4 and 5, the ele tron and photon uxes
in this model are shown together with the uxes

al u-

lated using the previous estimate in Eq. (5). It is

from the gures that the previous estimate may lead to

tween

lear that the dis repan y be-

0
102

urves 14 representing dierent versions of our

analysis are small

0
1
2
3
4

2

arti ial features in the spe tra that do not appear in
our analysis. It is also

4000

3000

4

lear

103

104

ompared to the error introdu ed by

E; EeV

the previous estimate. In fa t, the dieren e between
urves 14 is

The propagated photon ux predi ted by the
photon emitting sour e des ribed in text. The notation
for urves is the same as in Fig. 4

omparable to the error introdu ed by

nite energy binning used in our numeri al

Fig. 5.

ode.

5. CONCLUSION

main attenuation me hanism for
In this work, we have

onsidered the DPP pro ess

dieren es in DPP estimates

rays and therefore

an be seen

learly.

In

in detail. We have estimated the distribution of se on-

the vast majority of models that do not

dary ele trons and positrons and made an improved

present experimental bounds on the photon fra tion

osmi

rays simulation based on the new estimate. We

have shown that in

ertain

may modify the photon

ases, the DPP pro ess

omponent of the spe trum

substantially. However, this modi ation
seen if the radio ba kground is

osmi

rays, however, the DPP pro ess does

not make a substantial
and

ontribution to the attenuation

an therefore be treated simplisti ally or even

disregarded.

lose to the minimal

model [20℄ and the EGMF is lower than
this

an only be

in UHE

ontradi t the

10

11

G. In

ase, there is an energy range where DPP is the
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to prepare this work.
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